Mike Abrashoff

Former Commander, USS Benfold and Author
Mike Abrashoff on Leadership & Organizational Transformation

Kurt Aeschbacher

Moderator & Entertainer

Isabel Aguilera

President of GE Spain & Portugal and CEO of Google Iberia (2005-2008), one of the top 50 most influential executives in the world according to Fortune Magazine.

Norman Alexander

Mind Reading, The Mentalist

Joaquin Almunia

European Commission Vice President, Commissioner for Competition (2010 – 2014) and for Economic and Monetary Affairs (2004 – 2010)

Michael Altenhofer

Entrepreneur, Motivator & Author

Gabriela Amgarten

Moderator

Mahsa Amoudadashi

Enthusiasm comes from the Heart, Leadership Speaker & Coach & Trainer

Martin Andermatt

Footballtrainer & Coach

Rasmus Ankersen

Talent-Management - The Gold Mine Effect. The new "Rockstar" on stage!

Bodo Antonić

Entrepreneur – in heart and soul
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Andreas Arnemann
Cyber Crime, Internet Security

Sabine Asgodom
Sabine Asgodom - The Coach with Soul!

Ömer Atiker
Entrepreneurs and speakers in the fields of digitisation and digital innovation

Sibylle Barden-Fürchtenicht
Journalist and author specialising in economics and politics

José Manuel Barroso
President of the European Commission (2004-2014)

Chris Bashinelli
United Nations Speaker, National Geographic Young Explorer, PBS TV Host and Cross-Cultural Expert Actor/Activist/Ambassador

Carina Bastuck
Presenter, Speaker, Coach

Kehkashan Basu
Eco-warrior, Youth Ambassador for the World Future Council, Founder President of Green Hope, United Nations Human Rights Champion

Christian Baudis
Internet-Expert, Former CEO Google Germany, Futurist, Digital Entrepreneur

Bernhard Bauhofer
Management Consultant, Author, Speaker Reputation Management

Bruno Baumann
Adventurer, speaker, writer, filmmaker and photojournalist
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Felix Baumgartner
Explorer & Skydiver

Peter Baumgartner
Expert in Leadership & Motivation

Jan Bechler
Successful online entrepreneur and founder from Hamburg, Germany

Petra Beck
Economist & Author - Beyond Globalization

Henning Beck
Neuroscientist

Boris Becker
Tennislegend & Tennis Superstar

David Beckham
One of the Most Famous Footballers in the World

David R. Bell
Expert in Digital, Consumer Behavior & E-Commerce

Martin Bell
Thought Leader, Company Builder, Global Startup Advisor

Shlomo Ben-Ami
Foreign Affairs & Internal Security Minister of Israel (1999-2001), Conflict Resolution Expert

John Bercow
British politician, 157. Speaker of the House of Commons (2009-2019), former Member of Parliament (MP) for Buckingham
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Michael Bergdahl
Turnaround-Expert & Author

Jon Christoph Berndt®
Positioning / Profiling / Performance Enhancing

Olivier Bernhard
Entrepreneur, CEO, World Champion

Fatima Bhutto
Journalist, Author, Young Global Leader

Rainer Biesinger
Expert on personal Change, Heavy Metal-Speaker, Author

Markus Bihler
Entrepreneur, Millenial Investor, Keynote-Speaker

Randall J. Birnberg
Expert in positive Psychology

Christian Bischoff
CHRISTIAN/BISCHOFF: YOUR ATTITUDE IS THE KEY! Inspiration for your business and private life

David Blanchflower
Economics Expert and Global Politics & Leadership

Markus Blum
Explorer

Christian Blümelhuber
Expert in Marketing, Branding & Branding Strategies
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Peter Bofinger
Member of German Council of Economic Experts, Economist

Dieter Bohlen
Musician, Producer, Author & Entrepreneur

Benedikt Böhm
Extreme mountaineer and managing director of ski touring brand Dynafit

Cédric Bollag
Aspiring venture capitalist and an expert in the Swiss and Israeli startup scene

René Borbonus
Expert in Communication & Rhetorik. RESPECT!

Thomas Borer
Business Consultant & Former Swiss Ambassador in Berlin, Germany

Max Bormann
Expert for Growth & Motivation

Wolfgang Bosbach
Member of the German Bundestag 1994 - 2017, lawyer, brilliant speaker and analyst

Robert Bösch
Photographer & Climber

Dr. David Bosshart
CEO of the Gottlieb Duttweiler Institute (Global Think Tank) for Economic and Social studies (GDI), Zurich

Nick Bostrom
Founding Director of the Future of Humanity Institute. Superintelligence
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Meret Boxler
Moderatorin / Journalistin

Heiner Brand
Coach of the German National Handball Team (1997-2011); Handball World Champion as a player (1978) and coach (2007)

Nicole Brandes
Expert for Future-oriented Leadership, Thought Thinker, Member of the Future Institute Europe, Bestseller Author,

Sir Richard Branson
Entrepreneur, Businessman and Author!

Michael Breen
Founder & CEO, Bestseller Author, Korea Expert

Reto Brennwald
Journalist & Moderator

Felix Brill
Member of the management team at VP Bank Group Entrepreneur, Economist, Financial markets expert

Karsten Brocke
The Choice and Purchase decision Expert

Rainer Brüderle
Federal Minister for the Economy and Technology (2009-2011)

Stefan Brunnhuber

Jörg Buckmann
Expert in Human Resources. From a public Officer to an Entrepreneur for “frechmutiges* employer branding.
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Andreas Buhr
The Sales-Machine: How to increase turnover in the future!

Gib Bulloch
Social Intrapreneur, Corporate Insurgent, Author and Storyteller

Christoph Burkhardt
Innovation Expert & Innovation Psychologist

Steffi Burkhart
Generation Y, Talent-Management, Change-Management

Nina Burri & Stefan Schwitter
YOUR BODY IS YOUR BRAIN: Fit and healthy in everyday life – successful in business

Daniel Burrus
Business Expert in Technology & Transforming - Futurist Keynote Speaker Daniel Burrus

Drum Cafe
The Motivation Event of Few Words.

Viktor Calabrò
CEO, Coople Founder and Chairman of the Board, Entrepreneur, Thought Leader

Micheline Calmy-Rey
Former President and Minister of Foreign Affairs of Switzerland

Christine Cashen
Female Motivational Speaker - A very Dynamic Speaker

Bridgette Chambers
CEO, Author & Speaker, Serial Entrepreneur on Leadership & Diversity
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Paul Charbonneau
Worldwide Leading Expert in Astrophysics

Awai Cheung
Asia Balancing with Business Qigong

Lukas Christen
The Human Enterprise!

Clayton Christensen
Expert in Innovation Strategy & Growth, Worldwide #1 Business Thinker

Sabine Christiansen
Moderator, Media Entrepreneur, Journalist

Kenneth Clarke
Expert in Global Politics, Economy & Finance

Teodoro D. Cocca
Financial Expert, Specialist for Asset & Wealth Management

Peter Cochrane
Futurist, Expert in Technology and the Future of Change in Corporations, Individuals and Society

Lord Sebastian Coe
Olympic Champion, President IAAF, Chair of London Olympics 2012 Organising Committee.

Geoff Colvin
Geoff Colvin Senior Editor-at-Large, Fortune Magazine and Author/Commentator on Business & Economic Issues

Sam Conniff
Social entrepreneur, and co-founder and former CEO of Livity, Don’t Panic and Live Magazine
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Tim Cortinovis
Hardcore salesman, former television presenter and novelist

David Coulthard
Formular One Racing Driver

Patrick D. Cowden
Beyond Leadership!

Johnny Cupcakes
America's #1 young entrepreneur, founder of Johnny Cupcakes

Dietmar Dahmen
Enricher of People, Brands, User Experience. Rockstar on Stage!

Zubin Damania
Innovative Founder of Turntable Health, YouTube Sensation ZDoggMD

Gerriet Danz
Expert for Innovation & Creativity

Edward de Bono
Creative and innovative Thinker, Business-Guru

Tania de Jong
Innovator, Soprano and Speaker

Frederik Willem de Klerk
Former South African President, Nobel Peace Prize Recipient

Marcos de Quinto
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Stephanie Decker
Inspiring Mom: Lost Both Legs Saving Children From Tornado

Joseph Deiss
Former President of the State Switzerland, Former President of UN General Assembly

Carla del Ponte
Chief Prosecutor UN International Crime Tribunal, Former Swiss Ambassador to Argentina

Dalina Dembler & Lucia Talotti
Founders of the Denke Groß Institute and experts with many years of experience in coaching, personality development and training.

Luca Cordero di Montezemolo
Chairman of Ferrari (1991 – 2014), Chairman of Alitalia

Bruce Dickinson
Lead Singer Iron Maiden, Pilot, Business Angel, Entrepreneur and Creative Business Thinker

Connie Dieken
Talk Less, Say More - Bestseller Author, Journalist, Expert in Economy

Philipp Kristian Diekhöner
TEDx | Global Keynote Speaker and Innovation Strategist

Iskender Dirik
Managing Director / General Manager Samsung NEXT Europe, German serial entrepreneur, venture capitalist and tech expert

DJ BoBo
Musician, Entertainer, Entrepreneur, Global Musicstar

Rolf Dobelli
Entrepreneur & Author
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Sarah Dodd
Sustainability, Travel, Motivation, Intercultural Intelligence, The Nomadic Dreamer

Sarah Duchess of York
Humanitarian & Author

Andreas Dudas
Global Leadership & Internationalization, Author

Gunter Dueck
Expert for Innovation, IT & Management, Bestseller Author

Zak Dychtwald
Founder and CEO of Young China Group

Vince Ebert
Physician, Thinker, Bestseller-Author

Jan Roy Edlund
Expert in Change Management & Leadership, Monkey-Management

Anitra Eggler
Digital Detox Pioneer, Internet Veteran, Bestselling Author

Mohamed ElBaradei

Chester Elton
The Carrot Principle - Chester Elton on Leadership

Sven Epiney
Moderator
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Monika Erb
Presenter and Model

Bruno Erni
Expert in Sales, Marketing & Communication

Matthias Walter Eser
Competitive Athlete (DESV e.V.), Management Consultant, Investor and Nutrition-Expert

Zohre Esmaeli
Afghan Model, Entrepreneur, and Activist

Tomas Etzler
Journalist, CNN-Producer, Author, Emmy-Award-Winner

Veit Etzold
STORYTELLING, The right Goal - The right Story - The right Way

René Eugster
Creativity, Marketing & Communications

Dr. Marc Faber
The Gloom, Boom & Doom Report! Investing in crazy Markets!

Wolfgang Fasching
Racing Across America - Extreme Athlete, Motivation - You can Dream it, you can do it!

Alexander Maria Faßbender®
AstronautTrainer for MentalPsyche®, Future Astronaut

Mads Faurholt-Jorgensen
Serial entrepreneur and best selling author
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Lars Feld
Economist

Keith Ferrazzi
Entrepreneur, Author and Expert in Business Relationship Development

Ranulph Fiennes
Explorer & Author

Christiana Figueres
Top UN Authority on Global Climate Change & Executive Secretary of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)

Klaus-J. Fink
Marketing & Sales Expert

Felix Finkbeiner
Founder of Plant-for-the-Planet - Foundation

Joschka Fischer
Former Minister of Foreign Affairs, Germany

Franz Fischlin
Journalist at SRF

Henrik Fisker
Founder of Fisker Automotive - Entrepreneur & Creator, Worldwide represented by Premium Speakers.

Andy Fitze
Founder SwissCognitive, Expert in Digital Transformation, Internet of Things & Industry 4.0
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Anne-Marie Flammersfeld
Ultratrail runner and graduated Sports Scientist with a Master in Sport-Psychology and Sports - Rehabilitation of the German Sports University Cologne

John Foley
Former lead solo pilot of the Blue Angels, a Sloan Fellow at Stanford School of Business, a gratitude guru and an expert in the how of High Performance teams

Mike Forde
High Performance & Talent Management

Michel Fornasier
Founder Charity "Give Children a Hand" and Bionicman

Regina Först
Regina Först - the expert on humanity and success in business. With her help you will enable your leaders to embark on the road to success!

Anja Förster & Peter Kreuz
Bestselling authors and innovative Business-Gurus! Different Thinking, Innovation & Leadership.

Ellen Frauenknecht
Leading business journalist and anchorwoman for top European media groups

Karin Frick
Head of Think Tank and a Member of the Executive Board at the Gottlieb Duttweiler Institute (GDI)

Mariella Frostrup
TV presenter, journalist & arts critic

Martina Fuchs
Business Journalist, Event Moderator and Expert on Asia, China and the Middle East

Roland Gäbler
Sailing professional and top coach. Multiple Olympic medalist, World and European Champion and overall winner of the World Cup and Volvo Champions Race. Offshore world record holder.
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Sigmar Gabriel
Former Minister for Foreign Affairs Germany

Mark Gallagher
Formula One - Icon. Expert on Leadership, Teamwork and Motivation

Cristián Gálvez
Personality Creates an Impact - Motivation, Personality & The Power of Persuasion

Lene Gammelgaard
World Class Speaker, Visionary & Leadership Expert, Extreme Climber

Christian Gansch
Leadership- & Managementexpert, Author, Conductor, "How to form an Orchestra out of Solists"

Tobias Gantner
Doctor, inventor, company founder, health care futurist, health visionary

Tim Gard
Motivational Speaker Focusing on Team Building and Personal Development

Stéphane Garelli
Professor at IMD Lausanne, Director IMD World Competitiveness Center

Marc Gassert
Top Speaker about Discipline, Perseverance & Balance

Birgit Gebhardt
Trendscout / Futurist

Edgar K. Geffroy
Change-Management, Sales-Expert
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Martin Geiger
Expert in Efficiency & Productivity, Entrepreneurial Thinking

Oliver Geisselhart
Memory and Mental Trainer

Sir Bob Geldof
Businessman, Political Activist, Songwriter, Musician & Author

Uri Geller
Paranormalist, Motivator & Author

Michaela Gerg
Ski-Racer and Weltcup Winner

Benedikt Germanier
Entrepreneur, Coach, CEO of ZAI

David Gething
Doctor, Author & Extreme Sportsman - Winner World Marathon Challenge

Sir John Gieve
Chairman of VocaLink, Expert in Economy

Gian Gilli
From Good to Best, Project-Manager, Chief of Mission Swiss Olympic Team

Dominique Gisin
Olympic champion

Berthold Glass
Interim manager, interpreter between marketing and IT, strategy consultant for digitalization
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Dominik Goerke
Expert for behaviour, charisma and distribution

Felipe González
Prime Minister of Spain (1982 - 1996)

Jane Goodall
Scientist, UN Messenger of Peace

Gaur Gopal Das
Life Coach, Transformational Speaker, Motivational strategist

Michail Gorbatschow
Former President of Russia, Winner Nobel Prize of Peace

Adrian Gostick
Bestselling Leadership Author, Organizational Culture Expert

Vijay Govindarajan
International Expert on Strategy & Global Leadership

Dieter Grabbe
Germany’s leading fitness & health expert

Urs Gredig
Anchorman & Moderator

Steffen Greiner
Moderator / Media & Sportmanager / Entrepreneur

Gilbert Gress
Football Expert, Moderator
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Suzanne Grieger-Langer
Suzanne Grieger-Langer: Europe's leading expert in profiling

Ilka Groenewold
Moderator for Events & Conferences

Dietrich Grönemeyer
Medicine Experte & Author

Michael Gross
Michael Gross - The German Albatross!

Alexander Groth
Change Leadership

Rolf Gruber
Branding Expert

Boris Grundl
Answers on Leadership!

René Gut
The Power of Innovation

Gregor Gysi
Member of the German Parliament, Political Leader of the Party “DIE LINKE”

Serge Gysi
Coach & Trainer for Development and Change of People and Enterprises

Andy Habermacher
Leading Expert in NEUROLEADERSHIP
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Peter Hacker

Benedikt Hackl
Expert for Leadership, Human Resources, Teams and Collaboration Models

Nils Hafner
International Expert for Customer Relationship Management - CRM

Jakob Hager
Digital serial entrepreneur, online marketing expert and book author

Stelios Haji-Ioannou
Entrepreneur, Founder of EasyGroup

Mika Häkkinen
Formula 1 Driver, Double World Champion

Jerry Hall
Actress, Model, Author

Milena Haller
Expert in Speaking Appearances and Stage Presence

Lars Hamberg
Financial Expert & Portfolio Manager

Udo Hamm
Success in Business through global Networking!

Sven Hannawald
World Champion, Olympic Gold Medal Winner, Winner of the World Cup

Thore D. Hansen
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Political Scientist, Political Analyst, Journalist & Author

Phil Hansen
Internationally-recognized Multimedia Artist, Author, Innovator

Neil Harbisson
Contemporary artist and cyborg activist

David Harilela
Entrepreneur & Cosmopolit

Sahar Hashemi
Entrepreneur, Founder of Coffee Republic

David Hasselhoff
Actor, Musician, Author

Hans-Georg Häusel

Marc Hauser
World record holder and first man in the jetstream

Thorsten Havener
Mindreader, Expert in Communication & Rhetoric

Jas Hawker
Fighter pilot and former Commanding Officer of the Red Arrows

Jörg Hawlitzeck
Executive mentor, author and entrepreneur

Antje Heimsoeth
Expert for Mental Strength, Leadership & Motivation, Go for Gold!
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**Martin Hellweg**
Expert for Digital Innovation, Trends & Future, SAFE SURFER!

**Doc Hendley**
Top 10 CNN Heroes 2009, Bartender, President Wine to Water Foundation

**Sven Henkel**
Expert in Brand Management, Marketing & Sales

**Hans-Olaf Henkel**
Expert for national and international Economics

**Heike Henkel**
Athlete, Winner Olympic Gold medal in High jump

**Johannes Hennekeuser**
IT-Expert

**Lutz Herkenrath**
Expert in Rhetoric & Storytelling

**Bernhard Heusler**
Partner of Heusler Werthmüller Heitz AG and Honorary President FC Basel 1893

**Ottmar Hitzfeld**
Football-Coach & Expert

**Markus Hofmann**
Markus Hofmann: The Expert for Memory Training! Think & Act Different!

**Kelly Holmes**
Double Olympic Gold Winner & Athlet
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Peter Holzer
MODERN NOMADS AND DIFFICULT MESSAGES - Successfully managing Change

Andy Holzer
Motivation - Realising Visions! Andy Holzer - Blind Climbing.

Matthias Horx
Futurist

Rafael Hostettler
Top-Experte für Künstliche Intelligenz & Robotics

Sabine Hübner
Service makes the Difference!

Gerald Huff
Technologist - Workplace of the Future

Edith Hunkeler
Athletics & Gold Medal Winner Paralympics

Daniel Hunold
Expert for leadership, agile work and New Work

Kariem Hussein
Athlete, European Champion over 400 metres hurdles, medical student

Enrique V. Iglesias

Fabienne In-Albon
Former Golf Professional, Olympian, Coach (Mentalcoach, Life & Business Coach)
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Anders Indset
Business Philosopher and Thinkers50, Leadership Expert

Florian Inhauser
Moderator, Anchorman, Journalist

Lukas Irmler
slackliner, extreme athlete and motivation expert

Otmar Issing
Global Financial Expert

Edgar Itt
Expert in Motivation and Team-Leadership

Peter Ivanov
Virtual teams expert, author, world champion

Wladislaw Jachtchenko
Podcaster | Communication Trainer | Author | Lawyer | Political Scientist MA

Matthias Jackel
Musician and Managing Director Drum Cafe

Karen Jacobsen
Recalculating with the GPS Girl

Marc Jäggi
Presenter and founding member of Roger Schawinski’s Radio 1

Theo Jansen
21st Century Renaissance man, Artist and Engineer
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Bruno Jelk
Mountain rescuer, Mountain guide

He Jiahong
Professor of Law and Novelist, Author

Martin Jucker
Innovativ Farmer and very successful Entrepreneur

Stephan Jung
Mastermind for Innovation and Megatrends, Entrepreneur, Author, Lecturer

Markus Junginger
Europe’s Leading Expert in Change- and Restructuring-Management

Clemens Jüttner
The top manager and former firefighter

Heinz Kaegi
Leadership-Expert, Management-Mentor, Bestseller-Author

Ariella Kaeslin
Successful gymnast: European Champion, Vice World Champion, Olympian and three-times Sportswoman of the Year

Karsten Kaie
Business cabaret artist with character

Nathan Kaiser
Lawyer & Entrepreneur

Sibylle Kammer
Managing Director Business Development, Member of the Executive Board at Zühlke Group
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Jörn Kamphuis
TV-Moderator, Mister Germany 2013, Entrepreneur

Güzin Kar
Film Director & Bestseller Author

Edith Karl
Speaker, consultant & coach for change processes in companies

Brad Karsh
FOUNDER AND CEO OF JB TRAINING SOLUTIONS - KEYNOTE SPEAKER AND GENERATIONAL GURU

Garry Kasparov
Strategic Thinking: How Chess imitates Life!

Dr. Biyon Kattilathu
Expert for Motivation, Innovation & Creativity.

Ron Kaufman
Service Excellence - The world’s leading educator and motivator for uplifting customer service and building service cultures.

Pascal Kaufmann
Founder of Starmind International, Artificial Intelligence, Workplace of Tomorrow.

Katty Kay
Lead Anchor, BBC World News America and Co-author, Womenomics and The Confidence Code

Philip Keil
Airline Pilot, Keynote Speaker, Author

Joey Kelly
Entrepreneur and Endurance Athlete
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Markos Aristides Kern
Entrepreneur, Sports Tech Innovator, Keynote Speaker

Marcus Kerti
Speaker and passionate mental coach with efficient techniques from kinesiology

Rainer Kessler
Rainer Kessler, Liaison Officer to the Super Intelligence

Ian Khan
Tech Futurist, Filmmaker of "Blockchain City", 3xTEDx Speaker

Parag Khanna
Leading global strategy advisor, world traveler and best-selling author

Ayesha Khanna
Co-Founder and CEO of ADDO AI, strategic advisor on artificial intelligence, smart cities and fintech

Stefan Kindermann
International Chess Grandmaster, Co-Founder Munich Chess Academy, Author

Steffen Kirchner
Trainer, Speaker & Mental coach - Leadership & Motivation

Timo Kiuru
Creative director, Innovator, Keynote Speaker & Author

Martin Klapheck
Musical Impresario, The Piano-Speaker, Author & Keynote-Speaker

Stephan Klapproth
Journalist, Speaker, Moderator, Rhetoric-Expert
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Jared Kleinert
Entrepreneur, Founder of Kleinert Venture, Author

Jutta Kleinschmidt
Winner Rallye Dakar, Adventurer, Author

Thomas Knapp
Burnout - and back to Life!

Amanda Knox
Author

Thomas R. Köhler
Expert in digital Trends of the Future & Cyberrisk/Cybercrime, Entrepreneur, Author

George Kohlrieser
Leadership, Teamwork & Organization

Röbi Koller
Moderator, InfoTainer, Author

Norbert König
Sports pundit and television presenter

John C. Kornblum
Former US Ambassador to Germany

Jens G. Korte
Jens G. Korte - Wall Street, the American Dream?

Nelly Kostadinova
Founder & CEO of Lingua-World GmbH
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Andreas Krebs
Expert in Leadership, Entrepreneurship, Healthcare 4.0 & Change-Management

Beat Krippendorf
Expert in Hotel & Tourism, Top-Motivator, Lecturer

Andreas Kuffner
Olympic Champion in Germany Eight and Systemic Coach

Jolly Kunjappu
Performance Artist & Philosopher

Ray Kurzweil
Business-Thinker, Entrepreneur, Author

Patrizia Laeri
Economist and Anchor

Ricardo Lagos
President of Chile (2000-2006), Professor at the Watson Institute for International Studies

Norman Lamont
Lord Norman Lamont, Keynote Speaker, Working Peer and co-Chairman of the Eurosceptic Bruges Group

Karl-Heinz Land
Digital Leader, Big Data

Dieter Lange
Expert for personal development and change management

Simone Langendörfer
Top Keynote Speakerin & Expert in Mindfulness, Appreciation & Clarity.
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Kamales Lardi
Strategist specializing in the areas of digital transformation, social media and enterprise collaboration; Author

Marcus Lauk
The Health Philosopher

Jim Lawless
Expert in Transforming Processes, World Class Inspirational Speaker

Tim Leberecht
Strategy Artist, Author, and Business Romantic

Hyeonseo Lee
Expert for North- & South Korea

Simon Lehmann
Co-founder and CEO of AJL Consulting LLC

Oliver Leisse
The marketing expert, trend researcher and future strategist of today

Patrick Lencioni
Business Visionary, Thought Leader & Practical Solutions for Teams

Gerd Leonhard
Futurist, Keynote Speaker, Author, Think-Tank Leader & Strategist - Basel (Switzerland) & San Francisco

Bob Leslie
Eishocheyprofi & Coach, Leadership Expert & Team Builder

Stefan Lettig
Business, Innovation and Digitization Enabler

The client is not only at the center of the universe, but rather creates customer-centricity!
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Timo Leukefeld
Expert in Solar & Energy

Hans Liberg
Musician, Artist & Comedian, Winner International Emmy Award 1997

Axel Liebetrau
Futurist, a sought-after keynote speaker and a passionate start-up entrepreneur

Holger Lietz
Fighter Pilot & Manager

Rob Lilwall
Adventurer, Motivator, Author & Keynote Speaker

Martin Limbeck
Sales- & Hardselling Expert - "The Porsche of Sales"

Christian Lindemann
Cirque du Soleil Showstar - Expert for Self-Confidence & Courage

Magnus Lindkvist
Worldwide leading Trendspotter

Christian Lindner
Leader of the FDP and Leader of the FDP Landtag (state parliamentary) group of North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW)

Reto Lipp
Economy Expert, Moderator

Vladimir Liubarov
A Business Couturier!
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Sascha Lobo
Expert in Strategy & Brand Communication

Jörg Löhr
Success & Motivation in times of Change

Barbara Lüthi
Expert on China & South East Asia

Gerard Lyons
Economist & Author

Elle Macpherson
Entrepreneur, Actress, Super-model and UNICEF Ambassador

Kiki Maeder
Moderator and Event Manager

Katharina Maehrlein
Successful leadership focusing on resilience and inner strength

Christoph Magnussen
CEO, Filmmaker, New Work, Enthusiast

Ali Mahlodji
Co-Founder of Whatchado, Storyteller

Anna Maier
Top-Moderator for Events & Business Conferences

Frederik Malsy
Expert for Motivation and Leadership. Director of Business Theatre
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Gerlinde Manz-Christ
Diplomat and Business Expert

Christian Marcolli
Performance psychologist for top executives and athletes

Leo Martin
I will get you! Strategies & Communication

Inma Martinez
Pioneer in Mobile Industry, Technology Product Maverick & Data Scientist

Barbara Martinuzzi
Award-winning interior designer, Founder & CEO of Martinuzzi Interiors

Carsten Maschmeyer
Entrepreneur, Advisor, Financial Investor & Author

Monika Matschnig
Expert for Body language, Impact & Performance

Lothar Matthäus
Football Expert, Entrepreneur, Author

Renée Mauborgne
Expert in Strategy, The Blue Ocean Strategy

John C. Maxwell
Expert in Leadership & Bestseller Author

Matthew E. May
Expert on Strategy & Innovation, Author.
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Bernd Mayländer
German race car driver and official Formula 1 safety car driver

Margarita Mayo
Professor of Leadership at IE. Author of Yours Truly: Staying Authentic in Leadership and Life

Sita Mazumder
International Expert for Economy and IT & Digitization.

Perry McCarthy
Formula One Driver & Author

Miriam Meckel
Ethic, Communication & Storytelling

Meduri & Spanu
New Thinker and Experts

David Meerman Scott
Real-time marketing and social-selling expert, internationally-acclaimed author of ten Books

Urs Meier
Former FIFA referee, ZDF football expert and entrepreneur

Viktor Meier
Co-Founder & CEO Glice®, Entrepreneur, Innovator

Michaela Merk
Expert in Transforming Sales Teams into Customer Focus Brand Ambassadors. Specialized in Retail, Brand and Digital Excellence, Author

Reinhold Messner
Mountaineer, Extreme-Climber, Author & Speaker
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Stefan Mey

IT journalist, author, Darknet Expert

Danny Meyer

Restaurateur, CEO of Union Square Hospitality Group, Founder of Shake Shack, One of Time Magazine’s 100 Most Influential People of 2015.

Dr. Pero Mićić

Dr. Pero Mićić - The leading Expert for Future Management!

Christian Mikunda

Dramatic Advisor & Author

Swiss Mocean Team

Swiss Atlantic Rowers, Third place in the Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge

Matthew Mockridge

Next Generation speaker, Entrepreneur

Carlos Moleda

Competitive athlete, motivator, speaker and spokesman of the Challenged Athletes Foundation

Renée Moore

Expert in Business- & Life-Building-Strategies

Cla Mosca

Snowboard World Champion, Flowmanager & Peak Performance Expert

Anton Mosimann OBE

Culinary Chef - Founder and Owner of Mosimán’s

Elisabeth Motsch

Expert for Style, Image-Consulting and Business-Etiquette
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Nils Müller
CEO & Founder TRENDONE "The Future is Now!"

Dirk Müller
Mr. DAX - Financial Expert, Political Advisor & Bestseller Author

Beatrice Müller
Moderator

Axel Müller
CEO Intergenerika

Leonie Müller
Digital Nomad

Manuel Muñiz
Dean of School of International Relations at IE & Senior Associate of Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs in Harvard.

Toni Nadal
Elite tennis coach, Rafael Nadal's mentor

Manuel P. Nappo
Expert in Digital Transformation, Digital Disruption, Mobile Business & Social Media

Natacha
Musician, Entertainer, Speaker

Carl Naughton
PhD in Linguistics, organizational psychologist, Author, Researcher, Senior Lecturer Psychology

Saskia Naumann
Television Presenter, Newsreader, Stock Exchange Correspondent, Reporter, Journalist
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Sandra Navidi
Finance and Economics Expert, Founder & CEO of Global Beyond LLC, New York, Mrs. Wall Street, Author of $UPERHUBS

Dominik Neidhart
Sailor, America's Cup Winner Alinghi, Athlete

Jens Neumann
YouTube Marketing Expert, Video Creator, Digital Marketing, Found of Popgroup „Mr.President (Coco Jamboo)

Arian Ney
Influencer, Speaker, Founder and CEO of Avone media

Susanne Nickel
Speaker, Author, Management Consultant

Paul Niel
Adventurer, Mountaineer, Social Entrepreneur

Dani Nieth
Expert for Communication- & Sales-Trainings and Team-Coaching, Moderator

Herbert Nitsch
Freediver & Author, Risk & Stress Management

Alberto Nodale
Founder, Sales Coach, Mister Austria 2017

Johan Norberg
Author, Lecturer, Documentary Filmmaker, Economist

Kjell A. Nordström
Funky Business - Talents Makes Capital Dance!
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Jamling Tenzing Norgay
Sherpa, Mount Everest Climber

Dirk Nowitzki
German basketball star and highest-scoring foreign-born player in NBA-history

Martin O.
Martin O. - ...dancing voices!

John O'Leary
The Power of One, Ignite your Life

Auma Obama
Expert for Leadership, Sustainability and Social Commitment, Member of the World Future Council (WFC)

Sabine Oberhuber
Mitbegründerin von Turntoo

Adolf Ogi
Former Swiss Federal Councillor, Former Under-Secretary General and Special Advisor to the UN Secretary General for sports in the service of development and peace.

Tom Oliver
World-Renowned Authority on Disruptive Innovation, Leadership Expert, Founder Global Leadership Circle at Manchester Business School

Jamie Oliver
Celebrity Chef, Entrepreneur, "The Naked Chef"

Tijen Onaran
Entrepreneur, Founder & CEO of "Women in Digital", Author

Miguel A. Fernandez Ordonez
Governor of the Bank of Spain (2006-2012)
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Michael Owen
The Golden Boy! Internationally renowned Football-Star!

Anselm Pahnke
filmmaker, geophysicist, cyclist and world traveler

Ji-Hae Park
Artist, World-famous south korean violinist

JP Pawliw-Fry
Preforming Under Pressure - Expert on Leadership and Performance

Urs Pedraita alias Grizzly
Urs Pedraita’s a free spirit and adventurer. World Record Holder on motorcycle 2014 and 2016.

Rainer Peraus
Expert for Disruption & the New Future.

Edgar Perez
Business Leadership, Finance, and Disruptive Technologies Expert

Corey Perlman
Worldwide Expert in Social Media & LinkedIn, Bestseller-Author

Rainer Petek
Extreme Climber, Sparring Partner, Author, Inspirational Speaker

Anne Philippi
Internationally journalist, author and intelligent observer of social trends

Bertrand Piccard
Balloonist, Entrepreneur & Pioneer - Founder & CEO of SolarImpulse
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Simon Pierro
The iPad Magician, Digital Trendsetter

Kerstin Plehwe
Expert in Change-Management, Communication, Innovation, Political Affairs & Female Leadership

Felix Plötz
Business Thinker, Entrepreneur and Author

Miha Pogačnik
Visionary Violinist, Entrepreneur, Innovator & Motivator

Hubertus Porschen
CEO App-Arena, Entrepreneur and expert digital transformation

Erik Qualman
Disruptive Innovation by Erik Qualman; Socialnomics & Digital Leadership

Antonia Rados
Middle East Expert, Crisis Reporter

Babak Rafati
FIFA-Referee, Author

German Ramirez
Expert in Strategy, Marketing & Digital Transformation

Gordon Ramsay
Celebrity Chef, Broadcaster and Author

Christian Rangen
Strategy and innovation expert
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Ralf Rangnick
Ralf Rangnick, Football Expert & Team Coach

Stefan Rappenglück
Trainer, coach, entrepreneur, consultant and keynote speaker in the field of sales and communication

Carsten K. Rath
Entrepreneur & Lifestyle-Hotelier

Thomas Rau
Innovator, entrepreneur, architect

FIL RED TEAM
IT Security Expert, RED TEAMER

Harper Reed
Hacker and Futurist

Dr. Markus Reimer
Innovation, Knowledge, Quality.

Fredrik Reinfeldt
Prime Minister of Sweden (2006 - 2014)

Raphael Reischuk
Senior IT security researcher and consultant

Céline Renaud
A Businesswomen with passion, Entrepreneur, Founder & CEO of JMC Lutherie

Frank-Jürgen Richter
CHAIRMAN of HORASIS: The Global Visions Community
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Miriam Rickli
Top-Moderator

Chris Riddell
Global Futurist, Inspirational Keynote Speaker, Media Commentator, Thought Leader

Jonas Ridderstråle
Business Thinker, Author

Wolfgang Riebe
Your “Magical” Meetings and Events Speaker, Expert in magical innovation

Philipp Riederle
Digital Native, Communication & Generation Y

Karl-Heinz Riedle
Football World Champion, Champions League Winner, German Champion, Manager and Entrepreneur

Jeremy Rifkin
Author, Economic and Social Theorist, Advisor to the European Union and Heads of State, and President of the Foundation on Economic Trends

David C. Robertson
Wharton School Professor and Co-Author of “Brick by Brick”, Keynote-Speaker on Innovation & Change Management

Georges T. Roos
Global Thinker, Founder and CEO of ROOS Office for Cultural Innovation, a private futures studies institute

Michael Rossié
Expert in Rhetoric & Presenting

Lukas Rössler
Digital Evangelist, Keynote Speaker and Agency Owner
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Nouriel Roubini
Star-Economist

Douglas Rushkoff
International Expert in New Media & Internet Culture

Rainer Maria Salzgeber
The Moderator

Martin Sänger
Mr. Sellutainment - Sales & Social Media Expert

Javier Santiso
Professor and Vice President of the Centre for Global Economy & Geopolitics at ESADE.

Maxi Sarwas
Internationally active and long time elite among the moderators in Germany

Gabriel Schandl
Economist & Performance Researcher, successful author

Hermann Scherer
Marketing guru and sales promotion expert. Topic: Beyond Mediocrity!

Claudia Schiffer
Supermodel and entrepreneurial businesswoman

Florian Schild
Management consultant, partner for startups and founder of boot.AI

Nicole Schillinger
Business Ethics: Inspiring & Entertaining
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Hannes Schmid
Photographic Artist, Adventurer & Painter - The Marlboro Man

Carlo Schmid
World record pilot, Founder of the Live Your Dream Foundation and Simplify.

Richard C. Schneider
Bureau Chief & Chief Correspondent German Television ARD in Tel Aviv, Israel

Simon Schneider
Angel Investor, Start-up Entrepreneur, Crowdsourcing-Expert, Artificial Intelligence

Simon Schnetzer
Youth Researcher, Speaker, Trainer

Reto Schnyder
Founder & CEO of Think - Tank Break / Through

Marcus Schögel
Associate professor of business administration at the University of St.Gallen (HSG) and Director of the Institute of Marketing (IfM-HSG)

Susanne Schöne
Susanne Schöne - Event Moderator - Charming, eloquent and quick-witted

Florian Schroeder
Cabaret Artist, Presenter/Moderator, Author & Speaker

Anne M. Schüller
Expert in Touchpoint-Management, Client Loyalty & Referral Marketing

Mark Schulman
World Renowned Drummer for bands: P!NK, Cher, Velvet Revolver, Author and Keynote Speaker
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Cyriacus Schultze
Founder of Food and Wine Culture | Management consultant | TEDx Speaker

Hajo Schumacher
Journalist, Political Science, Author & Moderator

Oliver Schumacher
Sales- and Marketing-Expert

Laura Schwartz
Author of "Eat, Drink & Succeed", Former White House Director of Events

Johannes Schweifer
Co-Founder Bitcoin Suisse AG, Blockchain entrepreneur

Lorenzo Scibetta
Der Leadermacher

Dirk Sebald
Expert in Digital Innovation & Digital Transformation, Founder & CEO of axzoom

Tomas Sedlacek
Economist - Macroeconomist, Author

Tamara Sedmak
Journalist & Moderator

Lothar J. Seiwert
Leading Time-Management and Life-Leadership-Expert

Philip Semmelroth
Self-Marketing Expert
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Andrew Sentance
Senior Economic Advisor PwC, One of the World’s foremost Financial Expert

Harald Seubert
Philosopher & Avantgarde Thinker

Robert Siciliano
#1 Best Selling Amazon.com author and CEO of Safr.Me

Daniel Siegenthaler
Leadership - TeamWork by Pilots

Urs Siegenthaler
Chief Analyst & Chief Scout of the German Football Association

Stephan Siegrist
One of the most active professional Alpinist

Frank Sieren
China-Expert & Author

Mariano Sigman
Global TED Speaker, Neuroscientist and Author

Dr. Stephan Sigrist
Dr. sc. ETH, Founder and Head of W.I.R.E. Think Tank

Dagur Sigurdsson
European Champion with German Handball Team 2016, Successful Coach, Motivator

Andri Silberschmidt
Municipal Council of the City of Zurich - President Jungfreisinnige Switzerland - Fund Manager Swisscanto Invest by Zürcher Kantonalbank - Founder kaisin. GmbH
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Hermann Simon
Thinkers50, Marketing- & Management-Guru - Expert for "Hidden Champions"

Sean Simpson
Ice Hockey Coach, Motivator, Coach, Winning!

Thomas Skipwith
Expert in Rhetoric & Presentation Skills, European Champion of Public Speaking

Javier Solana

Michael Solomon
Leading Marketing Researcher & Author on Why People Buy.

Sameer Somal
Co-Founder of Blue Ocean Global Technology

Anders Sörman-Nilsson
Thought Leader on Disruptive Thinking, Innovation Strategy, Change Management, Digital Adaption, FUTURIST

Didier Sornette

Christian Spancken
Digitalist, Speaker, Author

Michael Spitzbart
Power Your Life!

Reinhard K. Sprenger
Expert in Leadership, Motivation & Management
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Holger Stanislawski
Football coach and manager, columnist, entrepreneur, supermarket owner

Jürgen Stark
Economist, Expert in Finance and Economy

Scott Steinberg
Bestselling expert on leadership, innovation and future trends.

Kurt Steindl
Service-Expert, Hotel Tester, Entrepreneur

Raphael Stenzhorn
"Expert in Leadership & Motivated Employees."

Slatco Sterzenbach

Dave Stewart
Founder Eurythmics, Songwriter, Musician, Photographer, Entrepreneur

Joseph E. Stiglitz
Winner of the 2001 Nobel Prize for Economics

Sonja Stirnimann
Expert in Corporate Governance focusing on the Human Factor – Risk-Intelligence & Integrity

Jannike Stöhr
Job-Tester

Tatjana Strobel
Expert in understanding human nature - I know, who you are!
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Carsten Sudhoff
Leadership, Cooperations & The Future

Alain Sutter
Football Expert, Moderator, Coach

Roman F. Szeliga
Doctor, Entrepreneur, Author & Ambassador of Humor

Daley Thompson
Worlds best Decathlete & Motivator

Frank Thomsen
Expert for Megatrends, Innovation, Mobility, Automation, Futura and Industry 4.0

Lars Thomsen
Europe's most influential Future Mastermind

Felix Thönnessen
Investor & Business Angel, Entrepreneur, Keynote-Speaker, Coach & Innovator

Beni Thurnheer
Swiss sports reporter, TV presenter, show host and author

Roland Tichy
Expert in Politics and Communications

Ulrich Tilghner
Experte in the Middle East, TV-Journalist

Oliver Tissot
Linguistic Acrobat, Stand-up Comedian
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Guido Tognoni
Lawyer, Expert in Communication, Media Analyst

Klaus Töpfer
Former Minister in the German Parliament

Rolf Tophoven
Mr. Tophoven is the leading Terror-Expert in Europe

Michael Treacy
Growth & Innovation Expert, Business Strategist, Entrepreneur and Bestselling Author

Jean-Claude Trichet
President of the European Central Bank (2003-2011)

Christian Troger
Triathlon World and European Champion with one leg

Daniel Tschudy
Cross Culture Management; particularly between East & West

Desmond Tutu
Archbishop, Humanitarian, Political Activist Nobel Peace Prize 1984

Lars Tvede
Serial entrepreneur

Thomas Ulrich
Photographer, Filmer, Mountain guide, High-Profile Adventurer

Rory Vaden
One of the World’s leading Strategists, Author
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**Steven van Belleghem**
Digital Expert, Thought Leader on the Transformation of Customer relationships, Author

**Julius van de Laar**
Expert as Campaign and Strategy Consultant

**Maike van den Boom**
Intercultural happiness ambassador and best selling author

**Roswitha van der Markt**
Management Consultant, Keynote Speaker, Author and Executive Coach. Leadership 4.0: Designing the change in Management

**Yannis Varoufakis**
Former Minister of Finance Greece, Economist

**Michael Vatikiotis**
Author & Journalist South East Asia

**Guy Verhofstadt**
Former Belgian Prime Minister

**Francisco Villanueva**
Coach, blind trust advocate, speaker

**Terry Virts**
Former NASA Astronaut

**Kristina Vogel**
Professional track cyclists, Olympic Champion and World Champion

**Erich von Däniken**
Swiss author, Representative of pre-astronautics
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Dr. Dr. Cay von Fournier

a passion for excellence

Eckart von Hirschhausen

Doctor, Journalist, Bestseller-Author, Cabaret Artist

Raphael von Hoensbroech

Expert in Leadership - Leading & Conducting.

Chris von Rohr

Rock musician KROKUS, record producer, author, columnist, radio and television presenter

Silvia Wadhwa

Financial Journalist & Moderator CNBC

Erik Wahl

Graffiti Artist, Author & Entrepreneur

Theo Waigel

German Minister of Finance until 1998

Cédric Waldburger

Essentialist & Entrepreneur

Jimmy Wales

Founder Wikipedia & Internet Entrepreneur

Stefan Waller

Medical doctor, author and Internet-Doc Specialist for internal medicine and cardiology, Internet-Doctor “Dr. Heart”

Larissa Wasserthal

International Trainer, Management Coach and Author
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Georg Wawschinek
Leading Expert on Charisma

Beatrice Weder di Mauro
Expert in Economics & Finance - Chair of International Macroeconomics

Dr. Jens Wegmann
Expert in humour-based Motivation and Customer Enthusiasm!

Jack Welch
WINNING!

Klaus Wellershoff
Entrepreneur, Economist, Financial Expert & Author

Christian Wenzel
alias #MrBroccoli is an expert and keynote speaker on vegan nutrition and health.

Annabell Whitney
Singer, Entertainer & Entrepreneur

Melati & Isabel Wijsen
SAVE THE OCEANS - BYE BYE PLASTIC BAGS, Bambi Winner 2017 (German Award)

Annelies Wilder-Smith
Dr. Annelies Wilder-Smith: Worldwide Specialist for International Travel & Health Medicine

Torsten Wille
SALESEXPERT, Author

Nicole Williams
Bestseller Author, Founder of WORKS
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Joey Grit Winkler
Consummate journalist and presenter

Laura Winterling
Physicist, Former Astronaut Trainer (ESA), Keynote Speaker

Matthias Wipf
Presenter for conferences, symposia, company anniversaries and events, Galas or political discussions

Thorsten Wittmann®
Expert and author for finance with clear text and international speakers on the subject of money

Andreas Wochenalt
Communication, Trends, Future & Moderator

Bernhard Wolff
Expert for Creativity, Innovation & Communication, Bernhard Wolff - The Backwards Speaker”

Klaus Wowereit
Former Mayor of Berlin (2001 - 2014)

Steve Wozniak
IT-Guru, Co-Founder of Apple Computer, Inc.

Christian Wulff
Former President of Germany

Conchita Wurst
Winner European Song Contest 2014, Bestseller-Author, Platin Winner sold Records, Keynote-Speaker

Paloma Würth
Model, Singer & Moderator
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Anja Wyden Guelpa
Transformation, Innovation and Change Management Expert, Politics Speaker and Lateral Thinker

Ernst Wyrsch
Leadership, Philosophy & Motivation

George S. Yip
Expert in Strategic Transformation, Management, Leadership

Will Young
musician, performer, podcaster and motivational public speaker

Muhammad Yunus
Founder Grameen Bank, 2006 Nobel Peace Prize

Benjamin Zander
Conductor of The Boston Philharmonic Orchestra & Author

José Luis Rodríguez Zapatero
Prime Minister of Spain (2004 - 2011), Human Rights and Alliance of Civilisations advocate

Martin Zenhäusern
Entrepreneur, mentor for executives, author as well as expert for communication and leadership, change and crisis management

Hermann-Josef Zoche
Pater Hermann-Josef Zoche - Theology and Philosophy!

Robert B. Zoellick

Karl-Theodor zu Guttenberg
EU Commission Advisor for Internet Freedom & Former German Minister of Defence, Founder & CEO Spitzberg & Partners, New York
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Aileen Zumstein
Top-Moderator & Communication Expert, Founder and CEO aizu communication GmbH

Kristina zur Mühlen
TV Journalist, Presenter, Graduate Physicist

Silvan Zurbriggen
Ski World Cup Racer Downhill & Slalom, Silver-Medal World Championships St. Moritz and Bronze Medal Olympic Games Vancouver

Ulrich Zwygart
Expert in Leadership & General Management